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A HYPERBOLIC GROUP WITH A FINITELY PRESENTED SUBGROUP
THAT IS NOT OF TYPE FP3.
YASH LODHA
Abstract. Brady proved that there are hyperbolic groups with finitely presented subgroups
that are not of type FP3 (and hence not hyperbolic). We reprove Brady’s theorem by
presenting a new construction. Our construction uses Bestvina-Brady Morse theory, but
does not involve branched coverings.
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1. Introduction
Hyperbolic groups were introduced by Gromov [10] as a generalization of fundamental
groups of negatively curved manifolds and of finitely generated free groups. A finitely gen-
erated group is hyperbolic if its Cayley graph is hyperbolic as a metric space. Hyperbolic
groups are finitely presented, and have solvable word and conjugacy problems.
The property of being hyperbolic is not inherited by subgroups. For instance finitely gen-
erated free groups have infinitely generated subgroups which cannot be hyperbolic since
hyperbolic groups are finitely presentable. It is natural to then ask if the property of being
hyperbolic is inherited by finitely generated subgroups. Rips constructed the first examples
of finitely generated subgroups of hyperbolic groups that are not finitely presentable.[11]
Theorem 1. (Rips) There are hyperbolic groups with subgroups that are finitely generated
but not finitely presentable.
So then one asks whether finitely presented subgroups inherit hyperbolicity. Gromov
gave what appeared to be an example of a non-hyperbolic finitely presented subgroup of
a hyperbolic group. But it was later discovered by Bestvina that the ambient group of
this example is not hyperbolic [3]. In 1999 Noel Brady constructed the first example of a
hyperbolic group with a finitely presented subgroup that is not hyperbolic. In particular,
he showed the following. (Theorem 6.1 in [3].)
Theorem 2. (Brady) There exists a piecewise Euclidean cubical complex Y and a contin-
uous map f : Y → S 1 with the following properties.
(1) The image of φ = f∗ : pi1(Y)→ pi1(S 1) is of finite index in pi1(S 1).
(2) The universal cover X = Y˜ is a CAT(0) metric space.
(3) X has no embedded flat planes.
(4) The map f lifts to a φ-equivariant Morse function f˜ : X → R whose ascending
and descending links are all homeomorphic to S 2.
The cube complex Y is constructed as a branched covering of a product of graphs. A
consequence of this is the following theorem. (Theorem 1.1 in [3])
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2 YASH LODHA
Theorem 3. (Brady) There exists a short exact sequence of groups
1→ H → G → Z→ 1
such that
(1) G is torsion free hyperbolic.
(2) H is finitely presented.
(3) H is not of type FP3.
In particular, H is not hyperbolic.
The group G = pi1(Y) is the fundamental group of a nonpositively curved cube complex
whose universal cover contains no flat planes. So by a theorem of Bridson, Eberlin and
Gromov [4] Y˜ admits a hyperbolic metric. Since G acts properly, cocompactly and by
isometries on Y˜ , it is a hyperbolic group. The subgroup H emerges as the kernel of the
induced homomorphism to Z. Brady uses Bestvina–Brady Morse theory [2] to prove the
finiteness properties of H. Brady asks if there are examples of hyperbolic groups with
subgroups of type Fn but not type Fn+1 for all n ∈ N [3].
We shall reprove the results of Rips and Brady using slightly different methods. In Sec-
tion 3 we present an example of a finitely generated but not finitely presentable subgroup
of a CAT(−1) group. Reading this construction will prepare the reader for the construction
in Section 4. In Section 4, we shall construct a hyperbolic group with a finitely presented
subgroup which is not of type FP3. Our cube complexes will emerge as subcomplexes of
products of graphs, and do not require branched coverings.
2. Preliminaries
2.1. Nonpositively curved metric spaces and groups. Let G be a finitely generated
group with a finite generating set A that is closed under inverses. Recall that the cayley
graph ΓG,A of the group with respect to A is formed as follows: The vertices of the graph
are elements of the group and for every g ∈ G and a ∈ A, the vertices g, ga are connected by
an edge. This forms a metric space by declaring that each edge is isometric to the unit inter-
val and the metric on the graph is the induced path metric. This is a geodesic metric space,
i.e. for any pair of points x, y ∈ ΓG,A there is an isometric embedding φ : [0, r] → ΓG,A
such that φ(0) = x, φ(r) = y and r = d(x, y).
Given a geodesic metric space X, a triple x, y, z ∈ X forms a geodesic triangle 4(x, y, z)
obtained by joining x, y, z pairwise by geodesics. Let 4E2 (x′, y′, z′) be a Euclidean triangle
such that the Euclidean distance between each pair (x′, y′), (x′, z′), (y′, z′) is equal to the
distance between the corresponding pair (x, y), (x, z), (y, z). The triangle 4E2 (x′, y′, z′) is
called a comparison triangle for 4(x, y, z). If p is a point on the geodesic joining x, y, there
is a point p′ in the geodesic joining x′, y′ such that dX(x, p) = dE2 (x′, p′). This is called a
comparison point.
X is said to be CAT(0) if for any geodesic triangle 4(x, y, z) and a pair p, q ∈ 4(x, y, z), the
corresponding comparison points p′, q′ ∈ 4En (x′, y′, z′) have the property that dX(p, q) ≤
dE2 (p′, q′).
Similarly we define CAT(−1) spaces by replacing Euclidean space in the above defini-
tion by a complete, simply connected, Riemannian 2-manifold of constant curvature −1. A
group is said to be CAT(0) (or CAT(−1)) if it acts properly, cocompactly and by isometries
on a CAT(0) (or respectively a CAT(−1)) space.
A path connected metric space X is said to be hyperbolic if there is a δ > 0 such that
for any geodesic triangle 4(x, y, z) and a point p on the geodesic connecting x, y there is a
point q in the union of the geodesics connecting y, z and x, z such that dX(p, q) < δ. This
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property is a quasi isometry invariant. A group is said to be hyperbolic if its cayley graph
(with respect to any generating set) is hyperbolic as a metric space.
A comprehensive introduction and survey of CAT(0), CAT(−1) and hyperbolic spaces
can be found in [5].
2.2. Cube Complexes and nonpositive curvature. By a regular n-cube n we mean a
cube in Rn which is isometric to the cube [0, 1]n in Rn. Informally a cube complex is a cell
complex of regular Euclidean cubes glued along their faces by isometries. More formally,
a cube complex is a cell complex X that satisfies the following conditions.
(1) For each n-cell e in X there is an isometry χe : n → e.
(2) A map f : n → e is an admissible characteristic function if it is χe precomposed
with a partial isometry of Rn. For any cell e in X the restriction of any χe to a face
of n is an admissible characteristic function of a cell of C.
The metric on such cube complexes is the piecewise Euclidean metric (see [5]).
Definition 1. Given a face f of a regular cube n, let x be the center of this face. The link
Lk( f ,n) is the set of unit tangent vectors at x that are orthogonal to f and point in n.
This is a subset of the unit sphere S n−1 which is homeomorphic to a simplex of dimension
n − dim( f ) − 1. This admits a natural spherical metric, in which the dihedral angles are
right angles.
Definition 2. Let f be a cell in X. Let S = {C | C is a cube in X that contains f as a face }.
The link Lk( f , X) =
⋃
C∈S Lk( f ,C). This is a complex of spherical “all right” simplices
glued along their faces by isometries. This admits a natural piecewise spherical metric.
Gromov gave the following characterizations of CAT(0) and CAT(−1) cube complexes
by combinatorial conditions on the links of vertices in [10]. A nice survey of these results
can be found in [7] and [8] (see Proposition I.6.8).
Definition 3. A simplicial complex is said to satisfy the no -condition if there are no
4-cycles in the 1-skeleton for which none of the pairs of opposite vertices of the cycle are
connected by an edge. A simplicial complex Z is called a “flag” complex if any set v1, ..., vn
of vertices of Z that are pairwise connected by an edge span a simplex. This is also known
as the “no empty triangles” condition.
Definition 4. A cube complex X is said to be nonpositively curved if the link of each vertex
is a flag complex.
Theorem 4. (Gromov) A cube complex X is CAT(0) if and only if it is nonpositively curved
and simply connected. Furthermore, X admits a CAT (−1) metric if and only if it is CAT(0)
and the link of each vertex satisfies the no -condition.
The following is a characterization of CAT(0) metric spaces that are also hyperbolic.[4]
Theorem 5. (Gromov, Eberlin, Bridson) A CAT(0) metric space with a cocompact group
of isometries is hyperbolic if and only if it does not contain isometrically embedded flat
planes.
2.3. Topological finiteness properties of groups. The classical finiteness properties of
groups are that of being finitely generated and finitely presented. These notions were
generalized by C.T.C. Wall [12]. In this paper we are concerned with the properties type
Fn and type FPn. These properties are quasi-isometry invariants of groups [1]. In order to
discuss the property type Fn first we need to define Eilenberg-Maclane complexes.
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Definition 5. An Eilenberg-Maclane complex for a group G, or a K(G, 1), is a connected
CW-complex X such that pi1(X) = G and X˜ is contractible.
It is a fact that for any group G, there is an Eilenberg-Maclane complex X which is
unique up to homotopy type. A group is said to be of type Fn if it has an Eilenberg Maclane
complex with a finite n-skeleton. Clearly, a group is finitely generated if and only if it is of
type F1, and finitely presented if and only if it is of type F2. (For more details see [9].)
Torsion-free hyperbolic groups are of type F∞, which means that they are of type Fn for
all n ∈ N. This follows from the following result of Rips that appears in [11].
Theorem 6. (Rips) Let H be a hyperbolic group. Then there exists a locally finite, simply
connected, finite dimensional simplicial complex on which H acts faithfully, properly, sim-
plicially and cocompactly. In particular, if H is torsion free, then the action is free and the
quotient of this complex by H is a finite Eilenberg-Maclane complex K(H, 1).
2.4. Homological finiteness properties of groups. For a group G, consider the group
ring ZG. We view Z as a ZG module where the action of G is trivial, i.e. g · 1 = 1 for every
g ∈ G. A module is called projective if it is the direct summand of a free module. The
group G is said to be of type FPn if there is a projective ZG-resolution (an exact sequence):
...→ Pn → Pn−1 → ...→ P0 → Z
of the trivial ZG module Z such that for each 1 ≤ i ≤ n Pi is finitely generated as a ZG
module.
A group is of type FP1 if and only if it is finitely generated. However, there are examples
of groups that are of type FP2 but not finitely presented. If a group is of type Fn then it is of
type FPn. In general for n > 1 type FPn does not imply type Fn. (There are examples due
to Bestvina-Brady [2].) However, whenever a group is finitely presented and of type FPn,
it is also of type Fn. For a detailed exposition about homological finiteness properties, we
refer the reader to [9].
2.5. Bestvina-Brady Morse theory. Here we shall sketch the main tool used in this pa-
per. Bestvina–Brady Morse theory was introduced in [2] to study finiteness properties of
subgroups of certain right angled Artin groups. Morse theory is defined more generally
for affine cell complexes, but we shall only discuss the special case of piecewise euclidean
cube complexes.
Let X be a piecewise Euclidean cube complex. Let G act freely, properly, cocompactly,
cellularly and by isometries on X. Let Z act on R in the usual way. Let φ : G → Z
be a homomorphism, and let H = Ker(φ). We fix these assumptions for the rest of this
subsection.
Definition 6. A φ-equivariant Morse function is a map f : X → R that satisfies,
(1) For any cell F of X (with the characteristic function χF : n → F), the composi-
tion f ◦ χF is the restriction of a nonconstant affine map Rn → R.
(2) The image of the 0-skeleton is a discrete subset of R.
(3) f is G-equivariant, i.e for all g ∈ G, x ∈ X, f (g · x) = φ(g) · f (x).
One can think of a Morse function as a height function on X. The kernel H = Ker(φ)
acts on the level sets of X, i.e. inverse images f −1(x) for x ∈ R. Topological properties of
level sets can be used to deduce the finiteness properties of H. In [2] it was shown that the
topological properties of the level sets are determined by the topology of links of vertices.
We make this precise below.
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Definition 7. Given a vertex v of X, the ascending link Lk↑(v, X) is defined as
Lk↑(v, X) =
⋃
{Lk(v, F) | v is the minimum of f ◦ χF}
Similarly, the descending link Lk↓(v, X) is defined as
Lk↓(v, X) =
⋃
{Lk(v, F) | v is the maximum of f ◦ χF}
We now summarize the main result of Bestvina–Brady Morse theory. For the details of
the proof see [2] or [3].
Theorem 7. (Bestvina, Brady) Consider the situation described above. Then the following
holds:
(1) If for every vertex v ∈ X, Lk↑(v, X), Lk↓(v, X) are simply connected, then H is
finitely presented.
(2) If for every vertex v ∈ X, H˜k(Lk↑(v, X),Z), H˜k(Lk↓(v, X),Z) = 0 for every k such
that either k = n + 1 or 1 ≤ k ≤ n − 1, and H˜n(Lk↑(v, X),Z), H˜n(Lk↓(v, X),Z) , 0
then H is of type FPn but not of type FPn+1.
We remark that if a group is finitely presented and of type FPn, then it is of type Fn.
(See [9].)
3. A CAT(−1) example
In this section we produce a square complex X with a map f : X → S 1 which lifts to an
f∗-equivariant Morse function f˜ : X˜ → R with the properties:
(1) The link of each vertex is a finite graph with no 3 or 4 cycles,
(2) The ascending and descending links of all vertices are homeomorphic to S 1.
First we define a bipartite graph Γ which will be an ingredient in both constructions.
Definition 8. Γ is the following graph:
The vertex set: V(Γ) = A+ ∪ A− ∪ B− ∪ B+ where,
(1) A+ = {a+0 , a+1 , ..., a+10}.
(2) A− = {a−0 , a−1 ..., a−10}.
(3) B+ = {b+0 , b+1 , ..., b+10}.
(4) B− = {b−0 , b−1 , ..., b−10}.
The edge set: E(Γ) = E1 ∪ E2 ∪ E3 where
(1) E1 consists of the edges {asi , bsj} for s ∈ {+,−} and i = j or j = i + 1(mod 11).
(2) E2 consists of the edges {a+i , b−j } for j = i + 3(mod 11) or j = i + 5(mod 11).
(3) E3 consists of the edges {a−i , b+j } for i = j or j = i + 2(mod 11).
Lemma 8. Γ satisfies the following:
(1) The subgraphs spanned by the vertex sets A+ ∪ A− and B+ ∪ B− have no edges,
and A+ ∪ B+, A+ ∪ B−, A− ∪ B+, A− ∪ B− span subgraphs that are each a cycle.
(2) There are no 3-cycles or 4-cycles.
Proof. Γ is a bipartite graph so there are no 3-cycles. Property (1) in the statement of the
lemma is easily verified. We claim that Γ has no 4-cycles. Assume there is a 4-cycle C.
There are five cases to check. (We write a cycle as a set of edges.)
(1) C lies in the subgraph spanned by A+ ∪ A− ∪ B−.
So C is of the form {{a+i , b−j }, {a−k , b−j }, {a−k , b−l }, {a+i , b−l }}.
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(2) C lies in the subgraph spanned by A+ ∪ A− ∪ B+.
So C is of the form {{a+i , b+j }, {a−k , b+j }, {a−k , b+l }, {a+i , b+l }}.
(3) C lies in the subgraph spanned by B+ ∪ B− ∪ A−.
So C is of the form {{a−j , b+i }, {a−j , b−k }, {a−l , b−k }, {a−l , b+i }}.
(4) C lies in the subgraph spanned by B+ ∪ B− ∪ A+.
So C is of the form {{a+j , b+i }, {a+j , b−k }, {a+l , b−k }, {a+l , b+i }}.
(5) The vertices of C {v1, ..., v4} satisfy v1 ∈ A+, v2 ∈ B+, v3 ∈ A−, v4 ∈ B−.
So C is of the form {{a+i , b+j }, {a−k , b+j }, {a−k , b−l }, {a+i , b−l }}.
We treat cases (1) and (5). Cases (2), (3), (4) are similar to (1).
Case (1): Since the distinct vertices b−l , b
−
j share a neighbor a
−
k , we can assume without
the loss of generality that l = k and j = k +1(mod 11). So |i− j| = ±1(mod 11). Now either
l = i + 3(mod 11) and j = i + 5(mod 11), or l = i + 5(mod 11) and j = i + 3(mod 11). In
either case we conclude that |i − j| = ±2(mod 11). This is a contradiction. Therefore such
a 4-cycle cannot exist.
Case (5): By construction we observe,
(1) j = i or j = i + 1(mod 11).
(2) j = k or j = k + 2(mod 11).
(3) l = k or l = k + 1(mod 11).
(4) l = i + 3(mod 11) or l = i + 5(mod 11).
From (1), (2), (3) above we deduce that if |l − i|  n(mod 11), then n ∈ {−2,−1, 0, 1, 2}.
From (4) on the other hand |l − i|  3 or 5(mod 11). This is a contradiction. Therefore we
conclude that there are no 4-cycles in Γ. 
We remark that in the above construction each set A+, A−, B+, B− has cardinality 11, but
for any prime greater than 11 we can obtain similar constructions. However, 11 is the
smallest number for which we are able to do such a construction. Now we will define
our square complex X. Let Θ1 be a graph with vertices v1, v2 and the edge set E(Θ1) =
A− ∪ A+ ⊆ V(Γ), such that each edge meets v1 and v2. The A− edges are oriented in the
direction of v2 (i.e. the arrow points to v2) and the A+ edges are oriented in the direction of
v1. Similarly, let Θ2 be a graph with vertices v3, v4, and the edge set E(Θ2) = B− ∪ B+ ⊆
V(Γ). The B− edges are oriented in the direction of v4 and the B+ edges are oriented in the
direction of v3.
Consider the 2-complex J = Θ1 × Θ2. The squares of J are ordered pairs (a, b) where
a ∈ A+∪A−, b ∈ B+∪B−. We now define a subcomplex X of J in the following manner. Let
X(1) = J(1). Glue a 2-face along the boundary of every square in X(1) that has the property
that the corresponding pair {a, b} is an edge in Γ. The resulting square complex is X.
Identify S 1 with R/Z. The orientations on the edges of Θ1,Θ2 determine maps li : Θi →
S 1. Under this map each vertex maps to [0], and the map on each edge is as follows:
Identify the edge with the unit interval [0, 1] in a way that the edge is oriented towards the
vertex identified with 1. Then define the map li on an edge as x 7→ [x]. Now identify each
square C of X isometrically with the unit square [0, 1]2, where the edges {v} × [0, 1] and
[0, 1]× {v} are oriented towards (v, 1) and (1, v) respectively for each v ∈ {0, 1}. The map f
on C is now defined as (x, y) 7→ [x + y].
The map f∗ : pi1(X)→ pi1(S 1) is the induced map on the fundamental groups, and pi1(X)
acts on the universal cover X˜ by deck transformations. f lifts to a map f˜ : X˜ → Z, which is
a f∗-equivariant Morse function on X˜. Conditions (1), (2), (3) of the definition of a Morse
function are apparent, and condition (4) follows from the definition of the lift f˜ .
Theorem 9. The square complex X has the following properties.
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(1) X˜ admits a CAT(−1) metric.
(2) Ker( f∗ : pi1(X)→ pi1(S 1)) is finitely generated but not finitely presented.
Proof. By construction, the link of each vertex is homeomorphic to the graph Γ. Since
Γ is a flag simplicial complex with no empty-squares, (1) follows from Theorem 4. By
construction the ascending and descending links of each vertex are homeomorphic to S 1.
Therefore (2) follows from Theorem 7. 
4. A subgroup of type F2 but not type F3
We shall construct a three-dimensional cube complex ∆ and a piecewise linear function
g : ∆→ S 1 that lifts to a g∗ equivariant Morse function g˜ : ∆˜→ R satisfying the hypothesis
of Theorem 7 with n = 2. It will be shown that ∆˜ is a hyperbolic metric space. The cube
complex ∆ will be constructed as a subcomplex of a product of finite graphs.
We first define graphs U,V,W, each of which is isomorphic to K22,22, the complete bi-
partite graph with 22 vertices in each “part”. Let the parts of U,V,W be U1,U2, V1,V2 and
W1,W2 respectively. The vertices of U1,V1,W1 are {a+0 , ..., a+10, a−0 , ..., a−10} and the vertices
of U2,V2,W2 are {b+0 , ..., b+10, b−0 , ..., b−10}.
For each of the graphs U,V,W, we fix the following orientations on edges. Given an
edge {asn, btm} for 0 ≤ m, n ≤ 10, s, t ∈ {+,−}, if s = t then the edge is oriented toward asn
otherwise the edge is oriented toward btm. So any vertex of U,V,W has 11 incoming and 11
outgoing edges. Declare each edge of U,V,W to be isometrically identified with the unit
interval [0, 1] in such a way that the edge is oriented towards the vertex identified with 1.
Let U × V ×W be the product cube complex. We define a cube subcomplex ∆ as follows.
Definition 9. Let (u, v,w) be a vertex in U × V × W. Then (u, v,w) ∈ ∆ if one of the
following holds. (Recall that Γ is the graph defined in section 3.)
(1) For some i ∈ {1, 2}, u ∈ Ui, v ∈ Vi,w ∈ Wi.
(2) u ∈ U1, v ∈ V2 and {u, v} is an edge in Γ.
(3) v ∈ V1,w ∈ W2 and {v,w} is an edge in Γ.
(4) u ∈ U2,w ∈ W1 and {u,w} is an edge in Γ.
We declare a cell of U × V ×W to be in ∆ if all its incident vertices are in ∆.
It follows immediately that ∆ is a piecewise Euclidean cube complex. Vertices in U ×
V × W that satisfy (1) above are said to be type 1 vertices, and vertices that satisfy either
(2), (3) or (4) are said to be type 2 vertices. It is an easy exercise to show that any two
vertices in ∆ are connected by a path in ∆(1). (Check this for type 1 vertices first.) We
conclude that ∆ is connected.
The graph Ω of Figure 1 serves as a tool for determining when a given vertex is in ∆.
The edges of the graph encode the conditions of the definition above as follows: Given a
vertex τ = (u, v,w) such that u ∈ Ui, v ∈ V j,w ∈ Wk, either τ is a type 1 vertex (and hence
is in ∆), or there is an edge connecting two of the three nodes Ui,V j,Wk in the graph Ω.
Then τ ∈ ∆ if and only if the corresponding pair from u, v,w forms an edge in Γ.
U1
U2
V1
V2
W1
W2
Figure 1. The graph Ω
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One observes that the map U ×V ×W → U ×V ×W; (u, v,w) 7→ (w, u, v) and its iterates
are cell permuting isometries whose restriction to ∆ induces a map ∆ → ∆ that is a cell
permuting isometry. These symmetries of our construction will be invoked in arguments
that follow.
The orientations on the edges induce a PL function f : ∆ → S 1, which is x → [x] on
each edge, and on the product it is defined as (x, y, z)→ [x+y+z]. (Recall the identification
of each edge with [0, 1] that was described above, and the identification of S 1 with R/Z.)
The map f lifts as a PL Morse function between the universal covers f˜ : ∆˜→ R. Now we
prove two key lemmas, the first of which examines the links of vertices.
Lemma 10. Let τ ∈ ∆ be a vertex. Then the following holds. (Here ? denotes the topo-
logical join and Υ is a discrete set of four points.)
(1) If τ is a type 1 vertex then Lk(τ,∆) is homeomorphic to Υ ? Υ ? Υ.
(2) If τ is a type 2 vertex then Lk(τ,∆) is homeomorphic to Γ ? Υ.
In particular, ∆ is nonpositively curved. Furthermore, in either case Lk↑(τ, ∆˜), Lk↓(τ, ∆˜)
are both homeomorphic to S 2.
Proof. Let τ = (u, v,w) be a type 1 vertex. Assume that u ∈ U1, v ∈ V1,w ∈ W1. Recall
that u, v,w ∈ {a+0 , ..., a+10, a−0 , ..., a−10} ⊆ V(Γ). Let the neighbors of u, v,w in Γ be
{b+k1 , b+k2 , b−k3 , b−k4 }, {b+l1 , b+l2 , b−l3 , b−l4 }, {b+j1 , b+j2 , b−j3 , b−j4 }
respectively. The following are the 1-cells adjacent to τ in ∆:
(1) [u, b+ji ] × v × w for 1 ≤ i ≤ 2 and [u, b−ji ] × v × w for 3 ≤ i ≤ 4.
(2) u × [v, b+ki ] × w for 1 ≤ i ≤ 2 and u × [v, b−ki ] × w for 3 ≤ i ≤ 4.
(3) u × v × [w, b+li ] for 1 ≤ i ≤ 2 and u × v × [w, b−li ] for 3 ≤ i ≤ 4.
It follows that Lk(τ,∆ ∩ (U × v × w)), Lk(τ,∆ ∩ (u × V × w)), Lk(τ,∆ ∩ (u × v ×W)) are
all discrete sets of four points each. Furthermore, it follows from the definition of ∆ that
[u, p]× [v, q]× [w, r] is a cube in ∆ for each p ∈ {b+j1 , b+j2 , b−j3 , b−j4 }, q ∈ {b+k1 , b+k2 , b−k3 , b−k4 }, r ∈{b+l1 , b+l2 , b−l3 , b−l4 }. So Lk(τ,∆) is the topological join of these sets. Observe that exactly two
of the four 1-cells in each of (1), (2), (3) are oriented away from τ and the remaining are
oriented towards τ. So it follows immediately that Lk↑(τ, ∆˜), Lk↓(τ, ∆˜) are homeomorphic
to S 2. The case where u ∈ U2, v ∈ V2,w ∈ W2 is similar.
Now consider the case where τ = (u, v,w) ∈ ∆ is a type 2 vertex. Assume that u ∈
U2, v ∈ V1,w ∈ W1. The 1-cells incident to τ in ∆ are:
(1) [u, asi ] × v × w for 0 ≤ i ≤ 10, s ∈ {+,−}.
(2) u × [v, bsi ] × w for 0 ≤ i ≤ 10, s ∈ {+,−}.
(3) u× v× [w, p], for p ∈ {b+n1 , b+n2 , b−n3 , b−n4 } where {b+n1 , b+n2 , b−n3 , b−n4 } are the four neigh-
bors of v in Γ.
Now given 1-cells [u, asi ] × v × w, u × [v, btj] × w, observe that there is a square [u, asi ] ×
[v, btj]×w in ∆ if and only if asi , btj are connected in Γ by an edge. This means that Lk(τ,∆∩
(U ×V ×w))  Γ. Furthermore, the definition of ∆ implies that [u, asi ]× [v, btj]× [w, brk] is a
cube in ∆ if and only if [u, asi ] × [v, btj] ×w is a square in ∆ and u × v × [w, brk] is a 1-cell in
∆. This means that Lk(τ,∆) is the topological join of Γ and the discrete set of four points,
Lk(τ,∆ ∩ (u × v ×W)).
Now Lk↑(τ,∆∩ (U ×V ×w)), Lk↓(τ,∆∩ (U ×V ×w)) are both cycles, and Lk↑(τ,∆∩ (u×
v ×W)), Lk↓(τ,∆ ∩ (u × v ×W)) are both discrete sets of two points each. This means that
Lk↑(τ, ∆˜)  S 2 and Lk↓(τ, ∆˜)  S 2. For any other vertex τ of type 2, the analysis is similar
by symmetry of the construction. 
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So far we have shown the following.
(1) ∆ is a nonpositively curved cube complex.
(2) By Lemma 10 and Theorem 7 it follows that Ker( f∗ : pi1(∆) → pi1(S 1)) is finitely
presented but not of type F3.
Now we will show that ∆˜ is a hyperbolic metric space and hence pi1(∆) is a hyperbolic
group. We have already established that ∆˜ is a CAT (0) space, and so by Theorem 5 it
suffices to show that ∆˜ does not contain isometrically embedded flat planes.
Let τ = (u, v,w) be a type 2 vertex in ∆. From the previous lemma Lk(τ,∆)  Γ ? Υ,
where Υ is a discrete set of four points. So Lk(τ,∆(1)) is naturally identified with V(Γ)∪Υ.
Lemma 11. Let τ, τ′ be type 2 vertices in ∆ such that [τ, τ′] is a 1-cell in ∆. The Lk(τ, [τ, τ′]) ∈
Υ if and only if Lk(τ′, [τ, τ′]) ∈ Υ.
Proof. We assume that τ = (u, v,w), τ′ = (u′, v,w). Let u ∈ Ui, u′ ∈ U j where {i, j} =
{1, 2}. Also, let v ∈ Vk,w ∈ Wl. Assume that Lk(τ, [τ, τ′]) ∈ Υ. It follows that Lk(τ,∆ ∩
(U × v × w)) = Υ. So U j is connected by an edge in Ω with either Vk or Wl. We will show
that Ui is connected by an edge with either Vk or Wl in Ω, and hence Lk(τ′, [τ, τ′]) ∈ Υ.
Assume that this is not the case. Then since τ′ is a type 2 vertex it must be the case that
Vk,Wl are connected by an edge in Ω. This cannot be true since U j is connected by an
edge with either Vk or Wl. This proves our assertion. By symmetry of our construction this
follows for any arbitrary type 2 vertex in ∆. 
Definition 10. A 1-cell [τ, τ′] in ∆ satisfying the statement of Lemma 11 i.e., Lk(τ, [τ, τ′]) ∈
Υ and Lk(τ′, [τ, τ′]) ∈ Υ is called a special 1-cell. Denote the union of all special 1-cells
in ∆ by L. A lift of a special 1-cell in ∆˜ is a special 1-cell in ∆˜ and L˜ is the union of all
special 1-cells in ∆˜.
Figure 2 depicts a cube in ∆. The three bold 1-cells are the special 1-cells, the vertices
τ1, τ2 are the type 1 vertices and the remaining vertices are of type 2.
τ1
τ2
Figure 2.
Lemma 12. ∆˜ does not contain isometrically embedded flat planes, and hence is a hyper-
bolic metric space.
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of 6.1(3) in [3], and we claim no originality here.
We adapt that argument to our construction. Let us assume that there is an isometric
embedding i : R2 → ∆˜. We say that a point x ∈ i(R2) is a transverse intersection point if
there is a neighborhood U of x in i(R2) such that the intersection of U with L˜ is the point
x. Following [3], our proof is divided into two steps. In step 1 we will show that i(R2) has
a transverse intersection point. In step 2 we will show that the angle around the transverse
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intersection point in i(R2) is greater than 2pi, contradicting the fact that this is an isometric
embedding.
Step 1: Let C be a cube in ∆˜ such that i(R2) ∩ C is nonempty and two dimensional.
(Such cubes must exist in ∆˜ since i(R2) is an isometric embedding.)There are four cases to
consider.
In the first case, i(R2) intersects a special 1-cell e of C in a vertex p. Now i(R2) must
also intersect a neighboring cube C′ of C that shares a 2-face with C and contains a special
1-cell e′ incident to p. Then either i(R2) contains e′ or p is a transverse intersection point.
Since i(R2) is an isometric embedding, it cannot contain e′ or else it would also contain
e. In the second case, i(R2) intersects a special 1-cell of C in an interior point, in which
case it is clear that this is a transverse intersection point. In the third case, i(R2) contains
a special 1-cell of C. In this case it transversely intersects a different special 1-cell of C.
(Recall that i(R2) ∩C is two dimensional and see Figure 2).
Finally, consider the case where i(R2) does not intersect a special 1-cell of C. Then i(R2)
intersects a 1-cell incident to a type 1 vertex τ in C. Let J be the subcomplex of ∆˜ consisting
of cubes in ∆˜ that have a nonempty intersection with i(R2). Recall that Lk(τ, ∆˜)  Υ?Υ?Υ
where Υ is a discrete set of four points. The set of cubes incident to τ in J is a subcomplex
of a stack of 8 cubes depicted in Figure 3. (C is one of the 8 cubes.) Here the bold 1-cells
τ
Figure 3.
are the special 1-cells. Now by figure 3 it must be the case that i(R2) transversely intersects
a special 1-cell in a neighboring cube of C.
Step 2: Now we demonstrate a contradiction to our assumption that i(R2) is an isomet-
rically embedded flat plane in ∆˜. This involves computing the angle in i(R2) around a
transverse intersection point p.
Let Y be the subcomplex consisting of cubes in ∆˜ that contain p and for which C ∩ i(R2)
is 2-dimensional. For each cube C in Y , i−1(i(R2)∩C) is a polygon, and i−1(i(R2)∩ Y) is a
union of polygons in R2 that are incident to i−1(p) such that the sum of the angles at i−1(p)
in each polygon is 2pi.
Let C,C′ be cubes in Y such that i−1(i(R2) ∩ C), i−1(i(R2) ∩ C′) are adjacent polygons.
Then i(R2) ∩ (C ∪ C′) is locally the intersection of i(R2) with a Euclidean half space.
This means that the angle sum of any two consecutive polygons in i−1(i(R2) ∩ Y) is pi. To
establish a contradiction, it suffices to show that the number of polygons in i−1(i(R2) ∩ Y)
is greater than 4. Let e = [τ, τ′] be a special 1-cell containing p. Recall that since τ is a
type 2 vertex, Lk(τ, ∆˜) is naturally identified with Γ ? Υ. Now Lk(τ,Y) is a subcomplex of
Γ ? Υ and by Lemma 11 we know that Lk(τ, [τ, τ′]) ∈ Υ. So there is a natural bijection
between the aforementioned set of polygons and the set of edges of a cycle in Γ. Since all
cycles in Γ have more than four edges, we have established that the angle around p in i(R2)
is greater than 2pi contradicting the fact that this is an isometric embedding. 
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5. Concluding remarks
At this point we do not have a concrete way of distinguishing the groups in Section 4
from Brady’s groups in [3], other than the method of construction. (Our complexes are
different from Brady’s complexes since the links are different.) In fact, there is a striking
similarity between the two examples, even though the methods of construction are entirely
different. Nevertheless, we do believe that our approach is less abstract.
This construction does not seem to have a natural generalization in higher dimensions. It
seems likely that any natural generalization in dimensions four and higher always produces
flat planes in the universal cover. As a result, it is not clear whether such an approach can
be used to construct hyperbolic groups with subgroups that are of type Fn but not of type
Fn+1 for n > 2.
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